CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

We have attained new horizons in the field of Science and Technology. Although due to extraordinary mind power man is on the zenith yet we could not achieve all that which was desired for development. We are facing such circumstances in the contemporary world that almost nations are influenced by terrorism, which is global only on the basis of demerits of Science and Technology.

The word **Terrorism** is derived from **Terror**, which means – Extreme fear that excites dreadfulness or we can say utmost fear\(^1\). When this terror is used for fulfillment of self-interests than the form of terror is known as Terrorism. According to Cambridge concise Encyclopedia, “coercive and violent behaviour undertaken to achieve or promote a particular political object causes often involving over throw of established order.”\(^2\)

With a deep study of historical evidences of terrorism anyone may conclude that terrorism is neither a nascent nor a modern phenomenon but it is as old as the civilization. Rather terrorism has grown with the historical growth of human personality, civilization and concept of state. The phenomenon associated with the political life of man and political life of man is operated according the rule of life in jungle. Since its birth human being has to face unsecured wild life and had to safeguard itself from wild animals. Due to the question of existence man became violent. But it was never termed as terrorist. Latter man had used violence against man for vested interest and

---


\(^2\) Cambridge Concise Encyclopaedia. Cambridge University Press; Page 463.
invented a new word and a new horrifying state to civilization and the same concept was termed as **Terrorism**.

History has evidences of terrorism like the ancient Indian God devil struggle was also a form of terrorism or we can say that it was a warfare between civilized and the contemporary terrorist. In Ramayana era Vishvamitra asked Dashratha to help against devilish elements and Ram-Laxman were sent with him for safety. In Mahabharat era Sakuni (The king of Kandhar) used terrorism as a strategic instrument for Duryodhan. Try to assassinate Pandavas by blazing Lakshagrah was his great terroristic plot. Darius’s palace was made set fire by Macedonians (Greek) and destroying of Persopolic, by hard liner to hung Christ on cross, intruding Hoons, Kushans etc. in Indian territory, civil disturbance during first century BC and 3rd century AD in the Rome and in Greek states during 4th and 5th centuries disturbances, revolts and destructive incidences all these traces are examples or proofs of existence of terrorism in ancient ages. Sun Tzu was also in favour of terrorist activities. In his book “Art of War” he emphasized on attack by fire. He gave a general formula to achieve goals by terrorism, **Kill one and threaten ten thousand**. With passing of time terrorism passed through various phases and developed. So many incidents and people contributed in its development. After keen observations I conclude that before emerging in its present form terrorism has passed through five phases. In these developing phases various people and forces gave it different twists. These phases and twists may be represented by figure 1.1.

---

Figure: 1.1 Showing evolution of terrorism.
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In ancient age very first Kautilya (Chankya) gave it a scientific institutional shape. He used terrorism as a *State Strategic Instrument*. According to Indian religious books war is of two types. First *Dharm Yudh* and second *Adharm Yudh*. Acharya Shukra has also classified war in two types first *Dharm Yudh* and second *Kut Yudh*. He termed *Adharm Yudh* as *Kut Yudh*. Acharya Kautilya termed *Dharm Yudh* as *Parkash Yudh* and divided *Adharm Yudh* in two parts and termed as *Kut Yudh* and *Tushani Yudh*. These *Kut* and *Tushani* wars were the forms of terroristic war. *Kut Yudh* is given more weightage and importance than *Parkash Yudh* (Direct war) by Acharya Kautilya. He had directed that direct war method must be used only in such circumstances when your force is much more than the enemy’s power. Otherwise *Kut Yudh* or *Tushani Yudh* techniques must be used and anyhow using all means must defeat enemy. Following are some means of *Kut Yudh*.

- To ablaze Forts.
- To promote loots etc.
- To attack on time of laxity and luxury when enemy and soldiers are busy in enjoying.
- To kill great warriors of enemy during hunting etc.
- To burn the enemy camps.

Responsible & reliable soldiers must carry all above activities out. In *Tushani Yudh* activities army personals are not used but secret agents are used and by following methods the intelligence agencies promote terrorism in enemy territories.

- To create anarchy by provoking public.
- To kill reliable personals especially to the enemy either by giving poison or by any other plot.
➢ Killing of guarding personals of stores and other important officials.
➢ Spreading terrifying rumours.
➢ To kill soldiers staying at secret places like Desert forts by firing the shelter or using poisonous gases⁶.

According to the aforesaid principles of Tushani Yudha one is to achieve his aims and objectives by weakening internal security of the rival state. It is nothing new so we can term as the ancient policy of terrorism then known as Tushani Yudh or Kut Yudh. And now a days same policy is being adopted by Pak intelligence agency, ISI, globally especially in India. KGB of USSR or CIA of USA also carried out similar operations during cold war era. Chander Gupta Maurya the disciple of Kotilya also used successfully the Tushani Yudh or Kut Yudh a form of terrorism for eliminating Greeks Regime (Alexander’s deployed rulers) and to establish vast empire from Afghanistan to Bay of Bengal and from Hindukush mountains to Mysore.⁷

Rulers all over globe prior and after Chander Gupta Maurya also used terror as a tool to control their empires so that the terrified public may not courage against the ruler. Publicly open hanging on road crossings, chopping finger or hands, killing the culprits by throwing stones, beheading in public or Rajshabha or often death sentence, hanging of dead bodies in open places all these actives were carried out by orders of the rulers and all these were meant to control the public by the rulers under terrible and horrifying mean. It was a

---

⁷ Statement regarding Chander Gupta Maurya’s Empire based on map relating to ‘Empire in India” in Philip’s Atlas of World History; Page-46.
form of Monarchical Terrorism or now days like state terrorism. In many countries worldwide this type of things are carried out now a days also. So now it is obvious that first of all the form of terrorism sprouted was Monarchical or State Terrorism.

It is well known fact human nature as well as behaviour is changeable and it needs social and systematic changes from time to time. As a result of this habit in the world scenario barbaric castes, revolts, riots and other destructive activities emerged and disappeared some times. Although its appearance might be short timed but the dreaded impacts were very horrifying. As civilization enters medieval era social structure changed and Feudalistic era starts. During Feudalism great difference between riches and poor or you can term it as starting of exploiting the public by the rulers (Feudal). During these periods lords used the wicked and terrifying tactics. But all this was limited in local boundaries and the people of Europe were most affected and tortured during these times. In this way Aristocratic terrorism emerged as feudalistic terrorism. And ultimately exploited and tortured public gave up reverence and reacted in form of revolts in European countries like peasant revolts in France (1355) in leadership of Jar Queries, in England (1450) led by Watt Tyler.

Medieval Era Muslim invaders used terror as a weapon and presented terror in very shameless and cruel form Mohammad Bin Kasim crossed all barriers of cruelty by ordering mass murdering and beheading the persons of more than 17 years of age of not accepting
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8 Gaur, Virender: Vishwa Mein Aatankwad (Terrorism); Samayik Prakashan New Delhi-2004; Page 15-21.
9 Sinha Dr. Vipin Bihari: Modern World; Gyanda Publications. N.D., 1994; p-88-93.
Islam and brought this type of terror to India. Mohammad Gajani (971-1030), Mohammad Ghori (1175-1206) Chinggis Khan (1167-1227), Taimur-I-Leng (1360-1405) are some wrathful names later become synonyms of terror.

During fourteenth century invention of firearm as a new way to mass destructive weapons eagerness in Europe to get batter armaments was a great cause of development in science and technology fields. And as a result of this competitive European countries crossed their national boundaries to establish colonies all over the world and for establishing their regimes these countries used terror as a tool. So a new face of terrorism colonial terrorism appeared all over the world. Its impacts are seen world wide now a day also. World faced this type of colonial terrorism from 16th until mid 20th century. During this modern era terroristic acts of imperialistic rulers and local rulers acted as fuel to fire for public and anger busted against them all over world. Revolutionary fronts were formed and they started terroristic activities against the rulers. In this way Revolutionary fronts appeared in world scenario parallel to imperialistic terrorism and terrorism got a new shape Revolutionary Terrorism. For liberation from colonial regimes revolutionary groups used political assassination dacoity, arsons, bank robbery and revolts as tools. In 1857 in India gunning down a senior army officer by Mangal Pandey and a revolt to weaken or ending the British colonial rule and using Guerilla Technique by Spanish against Napoleon.
these incidents inspired the public to use terroristic activities as useful tool for liberation.

It was not so that only colonial public was following revolutionary path but the public frustrated of Louis XVI and feudal regime of France used revolution as main tool for liberation, French revolution (1789) had worldwide effects and terrorism is achieving new heights in forms of revolutions and making propaganda of liberty.\textsuperscript{15} It is like a misfortune of French Public that Robespierre established terror regime under control of \textit{Jacobin} during 1793-94.\textsuperscript{16} French and other revolutionist of world used Russo’s quotation, “King is representative of public when he starts interfere in liberty, equality and harmony then public have a right to change the king instantly” as shield of their terroristic activities.\textsuperscript{17} So we can say that during last half of eighteenth century terrorism was brought up and nurtured. Collaboration and co-ordinations among various revolutionary groups and showing solidarity and providing support and assistance to other outfits for their violent operations to be carried out in name of revolutions and liberty made the situation very difficult to handle. By all these means terrorism emerged as an effective mean on international scenario and a result of it globalization of terrorism starts from this point. But due to lack of much destructive weapons and less developed science and technology terrorism could not gain much height or we can say that it was in alarming stage not so dreadful and destructive. But rebellions activities were at full swing.

\hspace{1cm}\textsuperscript{15} Sinha, Dr. Vipin Bihari: Modern World; Gyanda Publication, New Delhi-1994; Page-148.
\hspace{1cm}\textsuperscript{16} Mathur, Jain: Modern World History (1500-2000); Jain Prakashan Mandir. Jaipur (India); Page-182.
\hspace{1cm}\textsuperscript{17} Mathur, Jain: World Modern History (1500-2000); Jain Prakashan Mandir Jaipur (India) 2005; Page. 45.
Nineteenth century was century of violent struggles for independence and establishing self-governments. During second half of nineteenth century many politicians and states persons were assassinated.

**Table : 1.1 Prominent Assassinations of Last Quarter of Nineteenth Century**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name of Assassinated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>Alexander-II, Tsar of Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>James 'A' Garfield, President of USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1844</td>
<td>MF Sad Carnot, President of France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Shah of Persia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>President of Uruguay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Barrios, President of Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Elizabeth, Empress of Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>Umberto, King of Italy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


During 1897 *Bal Gangadhar Tilak* declared the violent activities of Indian freedom struggle as right options saying as, "*Shivaji* killed *Afzal Khan* and it was not an offence but it was a high moral task motivated by high values."\(^{18}\) In this way till end of 19\(^{th}\) century political assassinations and several other violent terroristic techniques became main foots of ultras or you can say of freedom fighters. Other groups of contemporary worlds also used all terroristic activities as main tool like Irish, Macedonian, Serbs Armenians and other nationalist groups used all these for achieving self-rule or independence.\(^{19}\)
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In political assassinations state leadership has been main target continuously since a long. During very first starting of 20\textsuperscript{th} century (1901) President of USA was killed.\textsuperscript{20} Weather terroristic activities were carried out individually or by well-organized groups but terrorism expanded day by day and 20\textsuperscript{th} century may be termed as \textit{Century of destruction and terrorism}. All over the world mankind has never faced such a terrible and dreadful destruction during preceding centuries. During 20\textsuperscript{th} century mankind faced terrorism in farm of establishment of \textit{Liberty and Democracy, Nationalism, Communism, Fascism, Nazism} and \textit{Religious Propagandas}. In Latin American Countries for establishment of democracy struggle against dictatorship and repeated coups and dethroning and external interference or you can say American interference spreaded like a wave of terror in the region.\textsuperscript{21}

European nationalism thrust the world into world wars. For liberty from colonial rule, Asian and African nationalism spreaded terrorism. So now it is obvious that no other factor nourished terrorism as nationalism and killings, arsons dacoity and political revolts become general and common happening. All over the world revolutionary organizations came up. Indians also formed such revolutionary organization in America and UK for fulfillment of national interest. In 1909 \textit{Madan Lal Dhingra} assassinated \textit{Sir William Curzan Wyllie} in London. In 1912 bomb was thrown on Indian Vice Roy \textit{Lord Hording} in Delhi. By revolutionary terrorism for liberty of India serious efforts were made at international levels in

\textsuperscript{20} Pascoe, L.C.: Encyclopedia of Dates and Event; Teach Yourself Books Britain; Page-562.

\textsuperscript{21} Deepak Dr. Kuldeep Raj: Modern India and Contemporary World: Sarswati House Publication: p-261.
1913. In San Francisco on April 21, 1913 *Gadar Party* was formed to promote terrorist activities and all performances and acts were named as *Gadar Movement*. For propaganda a newspaper named *Gadar* was published and contents of this bulletin were mainly related to techniques for making bombs, collecting weapons for robbery in banks or government treasuries and for looting armories in police stations etc., special articles on revolts in army, for disrupting rail and post services, for distributing rebellion literature and for killing of English representatives at any level were published in those days. This newspaper was internationally sent to domains of Canada, America, Philippines, China, Hong Kong, India and several other countries. And we can now say that after *Chankya Gadar Party* developed terrorism’s skilled, organizational and scientific form.

Globally nationalism was trapped in world war till coming of 1914 but circumstances in Russia (the largest country of the world) were taking some other turns where terrorism had became a part of social system under dictatorship of *Czar*. As we see that Russia is tormented by terrorism these days but here it is not true that this terrorism came up in Russia at once but it came up step by step. In Russia, terrorism started with coming up of *(Zemly-I-Volya)* “Land and freedom – 1876” and *(Norodnaya Volya)* Popular Will- 1879 organizations. These organizations were trying to change circumstances in Russia by assassination and other terrorist activities. During 1881 by arresting most of members of these organizations terrorist fray came to an end.
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22 Sodhi, Prof. MS: Modern India and Contemporary World; Modern Publishers. Jullundhar (India) – 2004; Page 20-254.
Second round of terrorism in Russia started when after formation of Socialist Revolutionary Party and Nihilist by peasants. A member of social revolutionary party assassinated a minister of interior, Spayagin in 1902. State Authorities also nurtured terrorism e.g. Czar’s soldiers opened fires on a peaceful assemblage of labours going to handing over a memorandum on 22 Jan 1905. It was a barbarous or you can say wild form of state terrorism. And the same day is known as Bloody Sunday in history. I would like to recall this Sunday as Terroristic Sunday or Tyrant Sunday. After taking hard steps against terrorists in 1911 Socialist Revolutionary group deterred the terroristic activities and in this way second phase of terrorism came to an end in Russia.

Lenin was the leader of third phase of terrorism in Russia who used terroristic principles and ideas of Marx in actual life and an attraction towards terrorism was created all over the world. Lenin said, “Only armed public is real base of popular liberty” and he emphasized on armament of general public by his revolutionary movements. Lenin made an aim to end capitalism by civil war of labour community against capitalistic and said, “Civil war not civil peace”. Lenin was not only willing to revolutions for communism in Russia but he was also willing to spread it all over the world. He was staunch supporter of establishing a powerful regime of communism by capturing the power forcefully. Red army was constituted for showing power and confidence of labour community and rulers were sentenced death by “Cheka Courts” order. Czar Nicholas-II, Queen, Czar in prince and princess were sentenced to death by shooting them.

Singh Dr. Lallan ji : Military thinkers ; page 78-81.
and this dreadful act was named as Red Terror. Lenin’s Principle, “civil war not civil peace” Trotsky’s, “Neither war nor peace” and principle of nationalist Stalin to crush any paradox or opposition ruthlessly and role of Russia in Spanish civil war spreaded communists terror waves all over the world. By establishing communist government with help of red army in Russia, Lenin introduced a new system in world political scenario and gave a new communist twist to terrorism.

During beginning of 20th century circumstances in Russia were in favour of communism while rest world was undulating for nationalism. Inspired by all Slovakian rebellions movement in Bosnia Serbian terroristic nationalists formed Black Hand terroristic organization for liberty of Slovenia on 28th June 1914. Gabrielle Principe shot dead prince of Austria Hungry Arch Duke Francis Ferdinand and his wife and this act of extremity was main cause of First World War.

Years after World war-I were full of turmoil. Nationalist terrorists intensified their actions and activities in Asia and Africa against imperialism. Imperialistic powers also used suppressive measures to control revolts. Indian Jaliyan Wala Bagh Massacre 1919 in Amritsar (India) and to vanquish rebellions in Syria French army used heavy artillery and the capital Damascus was ruined to rubbles and approximately human death toll was 25000. All these are striking examples of imperialistic terrorism – In some other European nations unsuccessful attempts to change the systems were also made by use of terroristic revolutions and in many nations dictator
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26 Gaud, Virender Kumar: Vishwa Mein Aatankwad (Terrorism); Samayik Prakashan, New Delhi-2004; Page 28-29.
governments were formed. In Italy during 1919 Mussolini formed fascist party. Armed volunteers of fascist party known as fasces used to spread terror by killing socialist and communists. Mussolini captured power in Italy and established a regime of terror. On the same pattern of Italy in Germany Hitler formed socialist Germans workers party (Nazi Party) in 1919 and he used terror at such a large scale that Hitler was known as synonymous of terror.27

As a result of evolution of Fascist forces in Europe after world war-I Red Terrorism could not spread by and large in Europe. But in Asia Mao-Tse-Tung succeeded in establishing dictatorship of communism in China. Till beginning of 1939, world once again was caught into world war-II. Due to Second World War very much loss of live and capital has suffered most of nations and economy of effected nations derailed. As a result of this suitable circumstances were developing for communism and in many nations Guerilla Terroristic activities increased

Table 1.2: Continental Extension of Guerilla Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continent</th>
<th>Name of nations affected by guerilla activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIA</td>
<td>China, Philippines, Indo-China, Indonesina, Burma, Lebanon, Afghanistan, Thailand, Israel, Oman, Malaya, Vietnam and Cyprus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA</td>
<td>Morocco, Algeria, Angola, Mozambique, Kenya, Kango, Guiana Bissau, Rhodesia, Chad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. AMERICA</td>
<td>Cuba, Nicaragua, Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. AMERICA</td>
<td>Venezuela, Colombia, Brazil, Bolivia, Peru Uruguay, Argentina.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Singh, Dr. Lallan Ji: National Defence and security: Prakash Book Depot, Bareli (India) – 2005; Page-76.

27 Deepak, Dr. Kuldeep Raj: Modern India and Contemporary World; Saraswati House Pvt. Ltd – 1994; Page 268, 298, 301, 313-314.
In above-mentioned nations Guerillas kept destructive activities continue. After world war-II communist terrorism spreaded all over the world and at some places achieved remarkable victories for examples China, Cuba and Vietnam etc. America was leading capitalists to counter communism, which was mainly based on the principle of eliminating capitalism. At this point America gave a capitalistic twist to terrorism while Russia gave it communist twist and whole of world was now under influence of cold war. Although terroristic regimes of dictators like Hitler, Mussolini etc. were completely under down fall but tyrant world was afraid of third world war. America formed NATO to stop communism and weapons of mass destruction were deployed all over the world. Cold war was pushed to zenith by developing more destructive weapons. And small nations were lured to capitalism by various means like the fear of existence. All possible efforts were made by capitalistic group to make them allies. USA after felt it necessary to over throw or undermine regimes largely because they were influenced by communist ideas, while at the same time supporting manifestly corrupt and oppressive right wing regimes considered friendly to the USA. The most extreme example of US intervention was Vietnam War. By encouraging regional diversities and conflicts, weapons were sold and terrorism was nourished. By falling these weapons in hand of terrorist terrorism was coming up in a new powerful form.

Under leadership of USA western countries continuously supported terroristic organization to promote their own capitalistic policies and to ensure a control over natural resources of Muslim
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countries. All such terroristic groups were grown up under backing and patronage of America, either it may be cruel notorious ringleader 
**Osama-bin-Laden** or fascist fundamentalist group like **Taliban**. Nations promoting and supporting terrorism like Pakistan and all other anti-social elements are mainly being backed and supported by USA.\(^{30}\) USA used its influence in either way to establish capitalism all over the world and terrorism was given a capitalistic twist. At present the most invincible terrorist of world is Osama-bin Laden who was used against USSR and Taliban is declared terroristic organization which was supported and nurtured by Pakistan and it is also well know fact that Pakistan is also backed by USA. Each and every activity of post-cold war era comes up as a danger for global peace. There is a long list of American terrorism. Vietnam, Cambodia, A Salvador, Nicaragua, Cuba and Libya etc are included in victims list. Iraq is the last in this sequence. America had been taking help of terroristic outfits for its own imperialistic interest in above-mentioned states.\(^{31}\)

Now days, the dreadful religious terrorism which is being faced by world was also grown up during first half of 20\(^{th}\) century. In 1920 Zebolisky formed a terroristic organization Haganah to form independent Sovereign state of Israel. In Egypt in 1928 Hasan-Al formed Ikhwan-UL-Musleen (Muslim brotherhood), responding to Haganah which is now a days a fundamental basic terroristic organization of Islamic terrorism.\(^{32}\) After World War-II colonial nations got independence rapidly and nationalist terrorism came to an end after forming revolutionary or nationalist governments in these

newly independent states. But declaration of Israel as an independent Jews state by UNO on 14th May 1948 was that event which boosted the terrorism which was almost inactive at that time and may be termed as originator of Islamic Terrorism. By Israel coming in existence Arab-Israel struggle has taken serious turn Arab-Israel wars were out bursting after short intervals but after 1967 war, which is also known as six days war terrorism is achieving new dimensions. After it Arab terrorism crossed Israel borders and now it is an international terrorism. Roots of Islamic terrorism are actually found in Islamic Religious books a Darul Islam and Darul Harb principles are calling and inspiring for religious war against Kafirs and Kafir States i.e. non-follower of Islam. All who are not following Islam are know as Kafirs according to Islamic Religious books. So existence of Israel among Arab nations is not tolerable to them and they are depositing terrorism in name of Jehad – the religious war all over the world. Of course at present these Jehadies couldn’t defeat Israel but they are longing for a dream to come true of establishing Islamic rule all over the world. Main target of these Islamic terrorists are USA, Israel, India, Britain and France.

Separatists also made terrorism a main tool during 20th century. In Spain ETA frequently used violence for freedom of Basque. ETA is responsible for more than 520 assassinations, 1000 injuries, 60 Kidnapings during forty years of its existence. India during decade of 1970 in Punjab separatists took up arms demanding “Khalistan” and this violent movement damaged a lot. Our beloved Prime
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Minister, Smt. Indira Gandhi was also assassinated by these separatists. In Ceylon also LTTE a separatist violent movement is going on since decade of 1980 and former Indian Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi was assassinated by followers of this movement in India during an election campaign in 1991 by a human bomb. In Turkey, Kurdish worker’s party for separate Kurdish state, IRA is fighting for Ireland, Kosava Liberation Army (KLA) in Serbia (Yugoslavia) are separatist groups and fighting for the own land or you can say using terrorism for separations. Muslim separatists in Xinjiang China and in Chechnya are using terrorism as a tool of separation against Russia. Same is the case of southern separatist in Philippines. Similarly these separatists disrupted peaceful life of Jammu & Kashmir in India and situation is very critical.

Modern terrorism emerged as a global threat when in 1975 Carlos Meregella established an international front of like-minded terrorists. Among them PFLP (Popular front for the liberation of Palestine), Red Army factions of Germany and Japan were mainly involved. All member organization of this front were free to do different activities for fulfilling their own vested interest but they combined and unitedly identified some common targets and operations were carried out jointly. Two common targets were identified as Jewism & Capitalism and a lot of joint terroristic operations against above-mentioned common targets were carried out.

---

On the basis of Carlos model in 1998 under leadership of Osama-bin-Laden *International Islamic Front* was formed. Members of this front were:

(i) Three terrorist outfits of Pakistan.
(ii) Three terrorist organization of Egypt.
(iii) Two terrorist group of Uzbekistan and
(iv) One organization Xinjiang (China).
(v) *Taliban* of Afghanistan, *Al-Quaida* of *Osama-bin-Laden* and terrorist organization of *Abu Sayaff*.

Main aim of this united front was *Jihad* against America and Israel but all these were free to carry out any operation for protection of their own interests.\(^{38}\)

Within a period of fifteen years of *Carlos Marighelia’s* efforts of providing international form to terrorism and disposition of terroristic group globally terrorism became a serious global problem. During the decade of nineties telecom and information technology revolutions boosted the terrorism very much and after 1991 Gulf War Osama-Bin-Laden emerged as international center of terrorism. A terrorist who was trained and equipped with all kinds of assistance by America now came up against America. Since the decade of 1990’s most cruel and dreaded series of terroristic attacks is going on continuously. Osama-Bin-Laden created religious craziness and now terrorism was given a religious twist and the terrorists took themselves as *Jehadis* (God’s Warrior) and even they were not afraid of becoming suicide bombers or human bombs *Fidayeen*. Pakistani general and ruler Jia-Ul-Haq first of all used these holy terms for

---

\(^{38}\) Strategic Analysis, December 2001; Page 995-996.
terrorists like Jehadi or Mujahiddin or Holy Warrior of God in 1980. When journalist asked a general question to General Jia-Ul-Haq.

How Afghan rebellions stand before the powerful Soviet Army? General Jia-Ul-Haq responded, “These youths are not only rebellions but they are holy warriors of God and they are not fighting against army but they are fighting religious war Jihad. And instantly terrorists’ moral was boosted and they fought with more courage and power.39 Now every activity against humanity was termed as will of God and was carried out in name of God. The power by words, which was first of all given by General Jia-Ul-Haq, was practically used by Osama-Bin-Laden. Islamic terrorism was spreaded all over the world like fire of jungle. Now all separatist groups and terrorist organizations were side lined and Osama-Bin-Laden is now drawing world attention and remained in headlines in most of print and electronic media all over the world. Now Osama is Major threat to global security.

Disintegration of USSR and a revolutionary boom is technology boosted the Islamic terrorism. “The Economist” published from London revealed in May 1991 on its cover page story that from Kazakhstan to north shore of Africa a half lunar form Islamic region is emerging as a danger. Public emotions and youth energy of these Islamic states was exploited by Osama-Bin-Laden in a skilled manner and given a turn towards terrorism. We can compare this pair of Osama-Bin-Laden and General Jia-Ul-Haq with Carl Marx and Lenin. As Carl Marx’s ideas were actually used in practical behaviour by Lenin and General’s ideas were used by Laden. The ideas of Carl Marx and behavioural application of these

ideas by Lenin had shaken the world. Unity and proximity of General JIA-UL-HAQ and Laden proved more dangerous to world than Carl Marx and Lenin. Lenin could transform the communist manifesto-1848 of Carl Marx into communist terrorism approximately after 70 years while Laden produced lots of Mujahiddin only in a short time period of ten years all over the world who are always ready to sacrifice everything in name of God and Islam. Heinous striking example of it is attacking and destroying of WTC towers and Pentagon by Islamic terrorists hijacking and using civil aviation aeroplanes on Sept. 11, 2001. All these were suicidal efforts nothing more and it was Jia-Ul-Haq’s Jehad. Western world was never so much horrified and frightened before Sept. 11, 2001. After Sept. 11, 2001 this menace appeared with its dreaded face once again. With in the year on 13 Dec. 2001 Indian parliament the temple of world’s largest democracy was attacked by terrorists and in Oct, 2002 heinous terroristic attack in Bali (Indonesia) was carried out killing hundreds of innocents. All these attempts of terrorists are attacks of so called Jehadies against civilized world.

Terrorists have not only attacked the civilized world on Sept. 11, 2001 but after decade of ninety these attacks and heinous crime are continuous against humanity. It seems before these attacks all achievements of human beings are proved worthless.

For all above-mentioned carnages only Islamic terrorists are not responsible but all other Nationalists, Separatists or Religious groups etc. were also involved. In this way after having passed five developing phases terrorism emerged as in its present form.

Defining Terrorism

Defining terrorism has globally risen as peculiar controversy. The thinkers, strategists, diplomats and scholars all are pursuing that it is very difficult to explain and define the world "terrorism" which is horrifying and world wide hot topic of discussion. It is most worrisome concern of contemporary world. The word terrorism belongs to particular's emotions while the ruler on one hand take it as an offence committed against the state simultaneously on the other hand ultras describe it as tool of freedom, struggle or existence. The activity is same but meanings are different for the factions i.e. ruler and the ruled.41

If the afore said logic is studies carefully and rationally then it is obvious that this controversy is a meaningless exercise. Actually problem is not to define terrorism but it is the exercise (problem) to define activist who choose terrorism as a tool. Weather we should term the activist as Terrorist, Nationalist, Freedom Fighter, God's Warrior (Mujahahiddin) or Religious Warrior? Terrorism is terrorism nothing else. Terrorism is a method or a mean of struggle against enemy to achieve vested interests. Pushing in controversy to define terrorism is also an international politics of fulfilling self-interests.

Many thinkers, diplomats strategist and defence experts tried to define terrorism from time to time. All above mentioned experts have defined terrorism keeping in view only two aspects, aims and trends and that's why till now there is no definition acceptable to all and

---

definition of terrorism was caught in controversy. And extract of most of these definitions is as bellow.

“A struggle for achieving top political power is known as terrorism”. But in fact we cannot define terrorism by highlighting only one or two aspects and neglecting the others.

It is deep concern to the world in twenty first century that no organizational serious efforts were made to study and define terrorism. It is the globally public demand to clearly explain and define the general question.” *What is terrorism?*

**Definitions**

1. According to Oxford dictionary the term terrorism implies as under “Use of terror especially for political purposes”. It is further clarified that terrorist use violence to cause terror for political ends.\(^{42}\)

   But we can’t bind the terroristic aims to political only. For example subway Sarin gas attack by Japanese religious organization “*Aum Shinrikyo*” and destructive damages caused by *Taliban* to Buddha statues in Afghanistan had not been political aims. But these activities were purely terroristic and condemned all over the world. So now it is obvious that in this definition terrorism is not viewed and defined thoroughly.

2. According to *Jay Mallin*, “Terrorism is a form of armed conflict it is therefore within military sphere, when diplomats fail soldiers take over when soldier fail terrorist take over”.

   After going through this definition it seems that perhaps this is prepared by keeping in view campaign and activities carried out by
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\(^{42}\) Sehgal, B.P. Singh; Global Terrorism; Deep & Deep Publication, New Delhi-1996; Page-59.
Camreds like *Lenin, Mau-Tse-Tung Fidel Castro, Chingvera* etc. weather the acts of *Hitler, Mussolini* and *Stalin* were not terroristic?

3. According to *James A Miller* “A form of political violence not having the sanction of state or group of states, towards which it may be directed.”

According to this definition conventional wars are also same as terroristic activities. Because (i) wars are also violent campaigns to achieve political aims and (ii) no state or group of states allow the rivals to start a war against itself. And if any dictator is violating human rights by cruel means only to establish his monopoly and leadership strongly then is it not terrorism? So this definition is also not complete and acceptable.

4. According to *Biryan M. Jenkins*, “the threat of violence, individual’s acts of violence or campaign of violence designed primarily to install fear to terrorize.”

Only to cause terror, threatening of violence or individual’s violent activities or campaigns cannot be termed as terrorism. As every one knows that, “even a stupid person also has aims”. So we cannot deny having aims behind carrying out terroristic activities. And these aims were not high lighted in defining terrorism.

5. An attempt was made to define terrorism in Indian Anti terrorism Law TADA. But this definition is in fact technically for law and other legal procedures. Here mainly terroristic activities are defined in this attempt in lieu of terrorism. So the activists may be declared offenders of law. According to Indian
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43  Dr. Nandlal: Terrorism: Shape and Expansion; Pratiyogita Samrat: March 1992; Page 90.

44  Dr. Nandlal: Terrorism: Product of sick Society; Pratiyogita Darpan. April 1999; Page 1538.
Anti Terrorism Act-TADA, "Any action against Government established by legislature or to frighten the government or any community to force or motivate any one for such activities, destabilizing communal harmony by means of speech or any other kind of destructive actions using explosives, lethal arm, harmful substances or to disrupt social services and to enforce government or any individual threatening any one for killing or loss all these are concluded as terrorist activities."  

6. According to Naunihal Singh, "The phenomenon of terrorism can be defined as a strategy where violence is used to produce certain effects by group of people so as to attain some political ends."

This definition is also influenced by Oxford dictionary and only high light one aspect of terrorism.

7. The issue of 7 Feb. 1994 France daily Le-Moniteau defined the terrorism as - Terror in nothing but justice, swift, severe and inflexible, it is emotion of virtue."

In this definition terrorism is referred as justice, which is not acceptable in any circumstance or by any view because victims of terrorism are always innocents. Terrorists always carry out offending and anti social activities and criminal & offensive deeds are illegal. No one can justify these activities. From study of all above-mentioned and other definitions it is obvious that these definitions are incomplete and not throwing lights on all aspects of terrorism. Most of the definitions take terrorism as use of violence for achieving
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47 Reddy, Brig. G.B.: Nation in crisis (V-II); Authors Press, Delhi-2001; Page 458.
political aims. Now suppose if terrorists are using biological or chemical weapons instead of lethal arms for mass massacre then if we are defining terrorism as use of violence then what is the afore said activity whether it is an activity of terrorism or not? Such types of attacks are effective in some case even after some time. Another terroristic activity like cyber attacks on Internet servers to disrupt services worldwide is also not termed as terroristic activity if we are considering above definition of involvement of violent means.

It is horrifying only to known that terrorists are equipped with nuclear arms. The smuggling of atomic arms or providing nuclear technology to terrorists by Pakistani Scientist Dr. Abdul Kadir Khan which is purely terrorism supporting and promoting exercise. Then according to above mentioned definitions weather it will be termed as terroristic activity? Sending Anthrax mail to American citizen all over the world after twin towers attack can never be termed as political aim. So terrorism cannot be defined under limited or bounded views. From time to time aims and objectives of terrorism are changing and terrorists are continuously upgrading techniques of operation.

So after intensive study I concluded my views of defining terrorism, which are ever suitable and worthy in the changing scenario of the world effectively and up to standard as below.

“The mode with which an individual or organized group or institution creates fear in mind of individual, community and society with violent or non violent means for the vested interests is called terrorism.”
Types of Terrorism

No one can predict about terrorism. It may appear in any form even which is beyond imaginations. So terrorism cannot be bounded in limits by hard and fast rules. By any scientific method classification is always based on merits and demerits of subject. Keeping in view all this and the use of terrorism by nations or by organizations for fulfilling their vested interests at national or international levels, we can classify terrorism in two categories.

![Diagram of Types of Terrorism]

Summation of all types of terrorism can be considered in above-mentioned four subcategories. Now days after passing through various chronological stages terrorism has reached the present stage. During all these developing stages terrorism got various characteristics and twists. But after World War-II it developed very rapidly and emerged in its advance stage at present. In contemporary world different form or types of terrorism can be identified as below.

- Nationalist terrorism
- Separatist terrorism
- Ethnic terrorism
- Political terrorism
> Ideological terrorism
> Cultural terrorism
> Pious terrorism
> Fundamentalist terrorism
> Revenge terrorism
> Stir terrorism

1. **Official Terrorism**: For restoring terrorism a state may be accused of existing (provoking), equipping, motivating or inspiring, directly or indirectly to groups or organizations is state terrorism.\(^\text{48}\) If any type of terrorism is supported or controlled directly or indirectly by a state against another state, caste, community or race can be termed as official terrorism. It may also be termed as state terrorism. This type of terrorism includes supports of state or economic assistance in either way like supplies of arms and ammunitions trainings or providing shelters. Or in other words such programmes or terroristic campaigns under controls of state, which are being carried out as a state policy, may be termed as official terrorism. Official terrorism is further classified in two types
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\(^{48}\) Sehgal, B.P. Singh: Global Terrorism; Deep & Deep Publication, New Delhi-1996; Page-16.
(i) **Intra State Terrorism:** This kind of terrorism is actually misuse of power by state personals applying terrifying means against the citizens of the state. All such activities or misdeeds are may be termed as official Intra-State terrorism. It is further classified in two types:

A) **Dictatorial Terrorism**

B) **VVIP's Terrorism**

**A) Dictatorial terrorism:** - Mainly this type of terrorism is used for establishing dictatorship or for coups and toppling of democratic governments by army or generals. Freedom of speech and fundamental rights of general public are suspended or ceased. Liberty and other rights are also under grips of army during dictatorial terrorism. All factions or parties struggling for democracy are oppressed cruelly. Fascism of *Mussolini* and *Nazism* of Hitler are examples of afore said type terrorism. Similarly repressions of public in American countries by dictators' governments of their own nations are other examples.

*Mussolini's* party- the fascist (Union for combat) trained even schoolchildren and they paraded with slogans, “Believe, Obey and Fight.” Castor oil, clubs and guns were their means to terrorize and torture their enemies. *Mussolini* established his supreme control by either kidnapping or murdering of leaders and adopting other terrorist tactics. He justified his dreaded acts saying, “The revolutions has its rights”. The totalitarian *Adolph Hitler*, leader of National Socialist Party (*Nazi*) with Swastika emblem, captured power in Germany with the self styled title *Fuhrer*. He crushed all oppositions and communists were arrested and killed. His tirades, attitude and act of eliminating of *Jews* are world known dreaded
terroristic facts. Terror was stuck in hearts of Germans. Hitler was imposed as a God and people were made to understand that, *to serve Hitler is to serve Germany and to serve Germany is to serve God.* Who couldn’t tolerate all this had no space in Germany.

The regime of sole leadership of Stalin in Russia fulfilled four tasks one of them was to the spread of the activities of communism and it is well known fact that Russia emphasized on wage-earners revolutions as “Crusade against capitalism and imperialism.” The opponents were superseded and crushed by killing or sending them in construction camps. The voice of equality was cruelly defused and denounced as a, “Petty bourgeois ideal.”

**B) VVIP's Terrorism:** This type of terrorism is mainly found in Asian, African and Latin American developing nations. In new emerging or young democracies citizens are also victims of such terrorism. Nationals of these countries are facing this in their routine life and these so called VVIPs have pushed aside general public. Disgraceful, savage and trifling behaviour of so-called VVIPs is common with general public. When these VVIPs are passing on roads then these roads are blocked for general public and in name of security misbehaviour and use of abusive terms by the troops deployed for safety are almost common scene like in jungle law. All this is common with general public without keeping in mind that the victim person is a child, lady, a senior citizen, the highly qualified learned person like professors, school going kids, office staffers, doctors going to attend emergency call or even serious patients. All
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50 Gangal, Anurag: Forms of Terrorism; in B.P. Singh Sehgal; Global Terrorism; Deep & Deep Publication, New Delhi-1996; Page-67.
routine activities are made to stand still. All this is common thing in daily life and every one is helpless and there is no choice for the public even to complaint or express grievances because all authorities are the same VVIPs. It is quiet possible that any nation has not faced the carnage of violent terrorism in form of bloodshed but most of nations are facing VVIP’s terrorism. In name of security of VVIPs ruthless and over awed misdeeds are over looked while victims of all this is general public.

(ii) **Inter State Terrorism:** - When terrorism spreads and crosses boundaries of nations then it is termed as Inter State Terrorism. All activities, carried out at international levels for fulfilling vested interests or gaining international sympathy are under this type of terrorism. If any kind of patronage, support, assistance or co-operation being provided to any group, institute or state for carrying out or operating terroristic activities against other state or states, then all this is international official terrorism i.e. with help of state against other state.51

2. **Unofficial Terrorism:** - Unofficial terrorism or non-state supported terrorism is managed and directed by such groups which have no support at international level and all kind of movements, campaigns or funds are under control of the group managed it.

*Dr. Vidya Bhushan* has termed such groups or organizations as Non-state supported groups e.g. Anti abortion organizations whose targets were abortion clinics.52 These types of groups are mainly in USA agitating and protesting against legalization of abortion since 1973. Such type of terrorism anywhere, which is not supported or managed
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by any state, is known as unofficial terrorism. Terrorism caused by Anand Marg (India), Army of God (America), Aum Shinrikyo (Japan) and Haganah (Israel) is under this category. Unofficial terrorism is also further classified in two types:

(i) Organized

(ii) Un-organized

(i) Organized Terrorism: - This kind of terrorism is managed by non state but organized groups e.g. the follows of Anand Marg a mystical and religious sect of India carried out terroristic activities during period 1975-1978 in India as well as in Australia, Philippines and Thailand. The sect had a large number of followers in India and abroad like Americans, Australians and Europeans. Violent activities of white supremacist followers of racist ideology come under the same category.\footnote{Anderson, Sean K & Sloan, Stephen: Dictionary of Terrorism; vision Books, New Delhi-2002; Page 44, 66, 72.} Ku-Klux-Klan is a prominent and striking example of unofficial organized terrorism. Zealots Jewish nationalist terrorists known as Sicarii carried out terrorist attacks against Rome from 66-70 AD. Terrorism spreaded by Sicarii was also a form of unofficial organized terrorism.\footnote{Harmon, Christopher C. : Terrorism Today; Frank Cass London, 1996; page 285-286.}

(ii) Unorganized Terrorism: - Those terroristic activities fall under this category which are not carried out either by state supported outfits or by organized groups. Dr. Vidya Bhushan has termed this kind of terrorism in his Research Paper, “Global Terrorism: Threat Response and International Law” as “Individual Terrorism”. Dr. Bushan comprised the individual act of violence like robberies, murders, kidnappings and rapes etc to generate fear for personal gains under this category.
After thorough study of same terroristic mishappenings it seems that these type of activities are not carried out only for personal gains but all this is also carried out for a whim or to be well known notorious person and some times to be in headlines of news papers e.g. opening fires by school children in western countries, crashing a personal plan in a multistory building by a youth in America inspired by WTC destructions and Royal carnage in Nepal by crown prince and even shooting himself are some striking examples of such terroristic activities which are not fulfilling any vested or self interest.\footnote{Based on news published in various newspapers or Broadcasted by various news channels time to time.}

These are some other such type of activities under this category and these activities are concerns of unorganized terrorism.

- In decade of 1960 in Northern California in USA Zodiac Killer spread terror waves by tormenting people only for bliss.
- Jack-The Ripper prostitute killer whose victims were of a particular age group.
- In decade of 1970 in New York by David Berkovitr after murder a killing hand written note was left every time on the spot.
- A new chapter was added to this kind of Terrorism in October 2002 when in Washington and surrounding areas a violent mentally disabled serial killer spreaded panic by murdering innocents. The message left by self proclaimed God that at any time, at any place your children are not safe
was very much terrifying and trembling and simultaneously at every time he demanded ten million dollars.\textsuperscript{56}

**Various forms of Terrorism of Contemporary World**

**Nationalist Terrorism:** The term nationalism is a political doctrine, which takes nation as the principal unit of political organization. Nationalists are conservative and emphasize on the nation's past. History is full of evidences and examples that whenever any foreign ruler or any outsider power subdued the unity of nation and tried to establish its mandate then nationalism re-sounded. During past centuries and at present nationalism in tyrant nations victim of colonial oppression came up in its violent form. Nationalists of colonial rule used this violent and angry form of nationalism as an instrument.\textsuperscript{57}

Terroristic means were used as a tool of revolution in nineteenth century. The most group of extremists had nationalist aims. Fenians, a nationalist organization of Irish people founded in 1857, used violence to get liberty from British rule in 1860's. American extremists and IMRO (Inner Macedonian Revolutionary Organization) fought against the Ottoman Empire. The time period between the two world wars had been the climax of nationalism and its ideology in extremism.\textsuperscript{58} The majority of extremists groups during this time period were of nationalists. Formation of GADAR PARTY by the people of Indian origin, ANC Black Nationalists of South Africa, Maw Maw of Kenya, National Liberation Front of Algeria, PLO of Palestine all these had been violent extremists Nationalists.

\textsuperscript{56} Nav Bharat Times: Editorial Page; 25October 2002.
\textsuperscript{57} The Cambridge Concise Encyclopaedia: page. 524
organizations and all of them used violent means and terroristic activities for liberation. Nationalist groups are political self-determination seekers and they may launch their struggle inside the state or from outside the concerned state for liberty of the territory. Like at present crisis in Iraq is deepening day by day because nationalists are using terroristic means for getting rid of American Army and circumstances are very tense and critical.

**Separatist Terrorism:** - The demand or tendency for separation by a particular group or area from a sovereign state's territorial political sovereignty of which they are part is called separatism. When seekers adopt violent means for the purpose the phenomenon becomes separatist terrorism.\(^{59}\)

The dedication of militant separatist may be compared with fascists to their race and culture. To realize these ends they may go up to any extent or extremity. Violent separatist movements are going on worldwide. In Europe former separatist terroristic groups have not yet got success but terrorism has play a role in the genesis of Croatia and Armenia. Some very old separatist struggle within the Europe is still alive and continues such as ETA, FLNC and IRA's struggles for their own Home Land states. Europe is also very familiar with extremist favouring "Kurdistan". Sikh militants had carried out a violent movement favouring "Khalistan" in India. ETA stands for Euzkadi ta Azkatasuna (Basque Home Land and Freedom) Basque separatist terrorists are demanding the right to full independence from the rest of Spain. FLNC (National front for the liberation of Corcica) is waging a classic war of weak against the strong France for separate Independence State since 1975. IRA's struggle for independence of

\(^{59}\) The Cambridge Concise Encyclopedia; Page-689.
Ireland is a well-publicized separatist terrorist movement known worldwide.60

**Ethnic Terrorism:** - Terrorism carried out by anti-state ethnic groups for establishing separate sovereign state, autonomy redefining the geography of the existing nation state or unification with another state or ethnic teasing by state authorities is called ethnic terrorism. The violent campaigns of LTTE come under the same category. LTTE is extremist group of minor Tamils in northern provinces of Sri Lanka seeks to create a separate state of Tamils. Anti-Hutu genocide in Rwanda-Burundi in 1944, ethnic cleansing directed against Albanians in Kosor in 1998-1999 are examples of ethnic cleaning by state authorities.61

The Ethnic conflict or struggle of minorities of today are going sever day by day and posing a challenge to security of nations across the globe. So-called oppressed and excluded sections are creating panic to national security. The ethnic crisis or communal tensions are arising between culturally distinct but geographically intermingled communities. Ethno-religious, Ethno-regional, Ethno-linguistic etc. movements are very common in the world. French speaking extremist in Quebec (Canada), rise of Black nationalism, Latin activism and Asian American activism, activity of LTTE in Sri Lanka etc. are indicating that ethnicity or extremist activities on ethnic lines are become a worldwide phenomenon today.62 During past half of twentieth century ethnic and racial nationalist disputes have raised
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rapidly. After cold war era many ethnic groups and casts declared their territories as an independent state.

**Political Terrorism:** - Motivated by political aims when ever any political organization carried out terroristic activities then it comes under the category of Political Terrorism which mainly emphasize on

- To eliminate political rivals
- To get political control or power
- To frighten the voters in democratic nations.

The aims are as mentioned above and during recent years it has developed rapidly. Political powers use and control it. It is very disturbing fact that the political evolutions of developing nations have helped in raising index of crime. On one hand political groups restore to silence of political groups, rivals and voters are terrorized on other hand.\(^63\)

\(^63\)The Leader of *Arena D’ Aubusson* and other members have been directly involved in activities of death squad of *Arena* to achieve political aims. *Gray Wolves* an extreme right wing of Turkish politics may be regarded as right wing death squad or repressive political group of Turkey. *New-Nazism* is also a striking example of political terrorism. *New Nazism* appeared dramatically in Germany in 1990. And remarkable increase in attack upon Eastern European immigrants and Romanian Gypsies were noted. It is very horrifying to advocate over throwing a constitutional democratic order to establish totalitarian state. New Nazi Groups usually rationalized the use of political violence and terrorism to achieve their vested political goal.\(^64\)

It is worrisome that for fulfilling political interests and for capturing political power and control terrorism is used as an instrument. Heads of states whose relations with the public are like savior father and a baby where father nourishes his baby and every thing is done for welfare. But it will turn in to relations of devourer the eater and the eatable in this situation. Public will be always victim irrespective of any political party being in power. This will prove the proverb "for how long a goat can save the kid". Than power of vote will not be factual welfare power inherited in public but it will be proved as a provision of being victim.

Ideological Terrorism: - Ideological terrorist work on a theory that a particular ideology adopted by them is superior to the others. The aim of ideological extremists groups is to change the complete social and political scenario. When forceful means are used for aforesaid aim then it becomes an Ideological Terrorism.

Dialogue is a method for solution of any problem with peaceful debate and discussion. But conversely disputes and problems are created when with narrow thinking the views of opponents are over looked or expressing completely contrary views, denying even to listen or using all tactics for getting acceptance of own views. When these disputes or confrontations become violent then these circumstances are buds of Ideological Terrorism. The aforesaid fanaticism is backing the modern day terrorism. Or in other words, all beings should be followers of same ideological stream of the fanatics, is ideological terrorism. Fanatic Ideological Analysis Reflector Model may explain ideological terrorism better.
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Figure: 1.4 Fanatic Ideological Analysis Model

When terrorists or any fanatic group take their own views or political, economic and religions ideology as standard and the best among all and start evaluating events and views of others with their own standards then the scenario of these reflectors is ideological terrorism. Every event or movement of opponent either it is for welfare of general public, helpful for glorifying national dignity, providing equal opportunities for human development or it is a concern of individual, fanatic think tank analyses it through fanatic spectacles and declare it anti-national, anti-social, anti-cultural, anti-moral values, anti-religions and anti-mankind e.g. wearing a dress or in which competition one should participate, it is matter of any individual. Similarly which religion one should follow is very personal matter? But often it is observed that Muslim fanatic groups warned people by issuing fatwas or forcing general public for adopting a particular dress code especially in case of women in Islamic States. Forcibly applying a dress code for Indian Shikhs in
Afghanistan by Taliban, ban on girls education in Afghanistan, declaring anti-Muslim to participate in beauty contests in name of religion are some illustrated examples of fanatic propaganda. Fanatic clerics vs Sania Mirza (prominent Tennis Player) dress dispute is well known example of fanatic ideology. Recently in India after declaring “Vande Matram” (National Song) anti-Islamic by Muslim cleric’s fanatic followers of Islam have started to oppose the singing of National Song. Fanatics of Pakistan reacted very strongly when Ms. Mariah Matten an American National of Pakistani origin, was declared winner of “Best in Media” prize in beauty contest, which was organized in China. Abdul Hafiz Chaudhary a senior officer of Ministry of cultural affairs of Pakistan said, “It is anti-cultural, anti-religion and against our policy because Muslim women are always in Burkas when they are out of home”. The extremists of this cult usually used the revolutionary banner such as BMG of Germany, JRA of Japan etc. Communist extremists have also worked under the same banner such as FARC of Colombia, FSLN of Nicaragua, Shining Path of Peru, and TPLA of Turkey etc. Killings of ideological rivals are mainly noticed in case of communists. Actually communist terrorism is the result of Ideological- Intolerance or the dreaded policy of getting the desired by any mean. Under protection cover of communist ideology Stalin in USSR and Mao-tse-Tung in China carried out rival massacre. Toll of victims of communists revolutions in USSR was approximately fifty millions and in china it was approximately thirty-eight millions. Many Communist groups are
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shading blood in Nepal and India also, which are also examples of Ideological terrorism.\textsuperscript{69}

**Religious Terrorism:** - Some fanatic groups, always takes superior to their Religion and Race over all the rest on the earth. Hence the followers seeks to coerce follower of others religion to accept the supremacy of their religion. The followers of particular religion become so fanatic that no opposition is tolerated and even terroristic activities are carried out to wipe it out.

Religiously motivated activities may be traced in ancient period such as "\textit{Zealots}" of first century and the \textit{Isma'ili Shiite Fedayeen} Assassins of 11\textsuperscript{th} century.\textsuperscript{70} First time modern form of Religious motivated terrorism came up as an organization known as \textit{Haganah} under leadership of hard core \textit{Jewish} fundamentalist \textit{Jebolisky} in Israel during 1920. \textit{Haganah} can be referred as paternal organization of religious terrorism. Responding to \textit{Haganah} in 1928 in Egypt Hasan-\textit{AL} formed \textit{Khwan-UL-Muslman} i.e. Muslim Brotherhood. The organization had its political ends and seeks to replace secular government to Islamic Regimes. It is not so that Religious terrorism has only religious aims. The aims of phenomenon may be divided in two parts such as

(i) To gain political power

(ii) Aim determined by whenky Religious Preceptors.

Religious terroristic organizations are much motivated by lure of political power as aim. Now it is a well known fact that all over the world efforts were made to achieve political power by mean of


\textsuperscript{70} Gaud, Virender Kumar: Vishwa Mein Aatankwad (Terrorism); Samayik Prakashan. New Delhi page-19, 54
religious terrorism and now a days it is a common practice in many nations e.g. Terrorism spreaded in Algeria, Chechnya, Albania, Romania and in India in J & K. China, Malaysia, Philippines, Afghanistan are also victim of religious terrorism and its main target is to hold political power. Either way the main targets of crusades were also political ends.  

All over the world most of religious terroristic organization are Islamic extremists out fits. USA published a report on Global trends of terrorism, “Patterns of Global Terrorism 1999” In this report 42 terrorist organization world wide enlisted 20 out of 42 are Islamic extremist organizations. The objectives of “World Islamic Front” forged between Harkat-Ul-Ansar, Al-Gama-Islamiya, Islamic Jihad and other Islamic organizations are antisecular, Anti-Israel and anti western world. They are struggling to over throw secular regimes in Muslim nations and to establish Islamic nations. The followers of Koran use violence for change of deviation and faith and to establish political rule termed as Jihad and it is taken as a vow until the achievement of all targets and fulfillment of interests. 

In name of Islam during 1990s many new terroristic organizations came into existence and old out fits restructured themselves with new aims and objectives. The main organizations some of them are Al-Qaida, Al-Jihad, Al-Mujahid Force, Al-Mustafa, Liberation Fighters, Al-Umar-Mujahidin, Islamic – Jamat Tulba, Islamic Students League, Ikhwanul Mujahed in and JKL etc. The most roasted nations by Islamic terrorism are India, Afghanistan, Chechnya in Russia, Xinjiang in China and American centers all over the world.
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There are some Islamic nations in which even liberal Muslims are also targets and victims of this so-called Jihad line. In Indonesia, Libya, Algeria, Iran, Sudan and Pakistan the liberal follower of Islam and non-Islamic communities are main targets of religious terrorism. Many terrorists having a religious background other than Islam were also motivated by political aims such as Catholic Renate Curcio founder of Red Brigade in Italy, Priest Ernest Cardinal a member of the Sandinstas in Nicaragua, Priest Camillo Torres a Member of Army of National Liberation. Who used very much upsetting and destructive language and wrote, “The Catholic who is not revolutionary is living in Mortalism.”

Personal interests and fanatics of religious leaders and religious sects determine the secondary aims of religious terrorism. There are so many such religious cults and sects in Japan, Italy, USA and France etc. whose self declared Gods are involved in terroristic activities e.g. approximately 12 people were killed and 5000 injured in Japan by Sarin Gas attack in Tokyo Subway and main accused was so called religious leader Asahara Shoko who was later arrested. Apple white the religious leader of Heaven’s Gate committed suicide with his 39 followers in Rancho Santa in California is USA. Before some time such sects came into lime light in USA whose followers used to kill the very first person and suck his blood from chest who was found near the banks of Colorado river during the day for first time and they thought that doing all this they will go to heaven after by suicide by jumping in the river. According to American Secret Agency CIA
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there are approximately 300 sects and so-called religious leaders are involved in various destruction and terroristic activities taking from spying to smuggling of arms. After alive burning of David Coresh and his 86 followers in a shrine of Devidian Branch world came to know that he was smuggling Arms to Gulf countries terrorists.

Religious terrorists even today follow the five fundamental principles of religious terrorism, which were established by Jebolisky. The five principles are as below.

(1) Correlate the Religion with Identity and existence of the people.

(2) The Idea of ‘Brotherhood is possible only among same religion followers’ must be established strongly up to limits of craziness or madness.

(3) In general public this propaganda must be carried on regularly that followers of their own religion may only their benevolent and all rest world and followers of other religion are their enemy.

(4) In general public the feelings of greatness of like that the religion that is followed by them is the ancient one and the great and other religion are corrupt and worthless.

(5) All followers must be made so emotional about the religion that even they can not listen any thing against their religion and they can dare to sacrifice any thing for their religion.77

All above-mentioned principles are very destructive instruments for full misuse of religion and implications may be very harmful for the whole world and humanity.

**Fundamentalist Terrorism:** Fundamentalism is basically a conservative ideology, which is mainly based on castism, religious groups, regional and linguistic bases. According to Cambridge concise
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Encyclopedia, “The term was originally used for conservative versus Protestant movement in 1920s.”

Fundamentalists use to carry out more dreadful and horrifying attacks in comparison to any other activists groups. Some time they keep in abeyance international morality and ethics for fulfilling their own interest. These fundamentalist elements even do not hesitate to foreigners’ killings. For example a Puritanical Islamic fundamentalist movement was lead by Abdul Rehman carried out attacks on non-Muslims tourists and visitors to archeological remnants of pre Islamic Egypt. The aim of fundamentalists was to topple the regime of Hosni – Mubarak in order to make Egypt an Islamic state. After many dreadful (like 9/11) attacks a vile fundamentalist terrorist Osama bin laden leader of Al-Queda has come out as a challenge for world. Osama-Bin-Laden is main source of finance and commander in chief of Islamic fundamentalist terroristic groups. He is an organizer of very high caliber for Islamic fundamentalist terrorist network and a result of these fundamentalist groups activities terrorism has sprouted in its catastrophic form. ASG is trying to establish Iranian style Islamic Republic, AIG in Algeria, Islamic fundamentalists in Chechnya, Hezbolla a group of several Islamic fundamentalist radical outfits in Lebanon, Bahrain, Palestine and Saudi Arabia are spreading terrorism for establishment of Islamic state. Gush Emunim a Jewish fundamentalist, group of Israel adopted terroristic means for permanent annexation of territories occupied by Israel forces during 1967 war. Similarly some other fundamentalist terroristic groups are putting forth challenges before global security, fundamentalist

78 The Cambridge Concise Encyclopedia; Page 292.
terrorists may go up to any extent for example during 1979 after an attack on American Embassy in Tehran (Iran) fundamentalist students kept ninety people as hostages for 444 days, which is indicating severity of fundamentalism.80

**Stir Terrorism:** Only violence cannot be taken as a scale of measurement for dreadfulness of Terrorism but scaredness depends upon the methods used. Rumours and media propaganda make the terror waves spreading after terroristic attacks much terrifying and general public is much terror stricken due to this type of publicity than the victims of terrorists’ attacks. It is the case of some weapons, which are either not used or used once or twice, but whole world is frightened of their destructiveness only by thinking of their use. Such weapons are categorized as *weapon of Mass Destruction (WMD)* i.e. atom bomb and other nuke arms.

The intention or tendency of encashing or black mailing the fear of dreadfulness and frightening the rival nation to use WMDs in conventional wars and to create hoax by sending false messages or e-mails of terroristic attacks or bombs in various places like in buildings and planes etc. is also sending terror waves all over the world. Not only the conflicting nations but also the peaceful neighbors and other neutral states are also faced to live in such scared environment. So terror produced by such means of mass destruction and by hoax creating messages and e-mails is stir terrorism or in other words “Terror by rumours” is stir terrorism.

Note only nation states tend to blackmail but notorious terrorists and organizations also tend to encash the fear of use of WMD. As Osama-

---

bin-Laden in his first interview, after American attacks, to editor of Urdu daily "Ausauff" Hamid Meer declared that his network Al-Qaeda has nuclear, biological, and chemical weapon and he may use WMD.81

In this way Osama-bin-Laden tried to terrorize USA as well as world community also without triggering a weapon only by romours of uses of WMD. This kind of stir terrorism may be categories in four sub types.

i) Hoax Terrorism

ii) Nuclear Terrorism

iii) Chemical Terrorism

iv) Bio-Terrorism

(I) Hoax Terrorism: - CSM, USA (Ret.) James a Gallagher accepted that hoax is a terrorist tactics. According to him any terroristic group can successfully employ a hoax. An established terrorist as bomber can use bomb threats in buildings to get buildings empty. Murder threat will cause the target to devote more time to security measures. Repeated hoax can dull the effectiveness of security personals.82 Many times planes are evacuated by false telephonic messages of being bomb in plane. After Mumbai Local Train attack it came flood of such events and many whenkeys tried to employ hoax by false e-mails or messages with proxy names of terrorist groups like Laskar-e-Kahar etc.

(ii) Nuclear Terrorism: The black shadow of nuclear terrorism float about the globe and mankind only after August 6, 1945 by first American nuclear attack on Hiroshima (Japan). Destruction by this

---

WMD was so much terrible and horrifying that whole world was seized with terror. By mistake or intentionally now nations having nuke arms are capable of bringing the whole world on brink of Nuclear Hollow Cast. After this nuclear terrorism is the main threat challenging mankind and life on the planet Earth. At first these WMD were under control of powerful nations i.e. five super powers of world but the worry some aspect is this that at present, these WMD are in possession of such nations which are notorious rogue states and moral or ethics values do not mean much for them. Even these states are extending activities by providing ammunitions and training for terrorists. They do not care for humanity for low self-interests. These nations are caring for their own aims and objectives and even can go up to any extent for fulfilling self-interest. If in future any mishappening like Sarjova dire event happen than whole world and humanity will have to enter death's maw. Influence and effects of nuclear arms are not only at time of attacks but they last for a long and affected public have to suffer for a long. Victims mostly die in this kind of attacks and if some how anyone can survive then victim has to suffer from various diseases for a long.83

Only by thinking of nuclear attacks feeling of terror and severness is felt deeply. But the concept of Phenomenon of Nuclear Winter as explained by the worthy scientists is really recurrence of Terror.83 According to this explanation after use of Nuclear WMD the whole atmosphere will be covered by atomic radiations and dense suspension of smoke, dust and other solid particles after explosions. Due this sunlight will not reach to ground for a long time. And as result of all this temperature will go down, plants will not be able to

produce oxygen because in absence of sun light photosynthesis is not possible and life cycle will be in great danger even it may come to an end.\(^4\)

In his research paper "Nuclear Terrorism and Human Survival" Bharat B. Anand refers Nuclear Terrorism as the worst fear of modern era because there is no effective defense against it. The menace is enhanced when terrorist try to acquire or threat to use nuke arms. These are some blunt examples of nuclear terrorism e.g. In 1978 young Americans tried to steal USS Trepang an American nuclear arms submarine. During 1970 and 1981 there has been near about sixty-five terroristic threats to use nuclear bombs. Attack of cancer drops provides terrorists an easy method of spreading nuclear terror. In 1979 an employee of North Caroline plant of General Electric managed to get 65 Kg. of enriched uranium in powder form and threatened to disperse over two cities of America.\(^5\)

Now a days on one side whole world is making efforts and exertions are going on for eliminating terrorism simultaneously on the other side in rivalry there is very hard competition for obtaining nuke arms and concerned technology. This contradiction encourages terrorism. Even cunning and vile tactics are applied for getting nuke arms either by appropriate or by inappropriate means. At any cost such nations are crazy for nuke arms. Regarding this craziness of nations or of terrorists mentioned bellow lines of famous scientist Elbert Einstein must be kept in view. "I do not know how the third world war will be fought but the forth world war will be surely to be an affair of manual exchange of Pebbles and stones."

---


(iii) Chemical Terrorism: - In this type of terrorism chemical agents are used to attack on traditional targets. Chemical agents are most horrifying weapons because these are very cheap. Low-level technology is required for getting much dreaded effects. Chemical weapons (Toxic Agents) are such chemical compounds, which have poisonous effects. These chemical agents can be produced in all states e.g. gas liquid or powder (solid). Any kind of chemical attack by use of any kind of chemical weapon is quite simple by means of air, water or by food. These are evidences of use of such chemical weapons and such attacks in history.

### Chemical Attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400 BC</td>
<td>Use of Sulphur gas against enemy by Greek Soldiers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914 AD</td>
<td>During world war-I by use of poisonous gases approximately one lac killed and 9 lac wounded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935 AD</td>
<td>Use of mustard gas against Ethiopia by Italy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978 AD</td>
<td>Spraying Ricin poison by use of Umbrella Gun killed Georgi-Markov a rebellion leader of Bulgaria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995 AD</td>
<td>Sarin Gas Attack in Japanese subway by Aum Shinrikyo a religious organization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source**: Hindustan, New Delhi, 22 October 2001.

An unidentified chemical weapon was used by LTTE on an army contingent of Sri Lanka. As being cheap and easily available these chemical weapons are now becoming first priority of terrorists for mass killings. The severity of these weapons may be justified by Bhopal Gas Tragedy (India), which was not a terroristic attack but

---

merely an accident. Only thinking that these are in reach and bounds of terrorists horrifies the world. Targets of conventional weapons are individuals or groups while targets for chemical weapons may be vast regions and even many states at one time that indicate their dreadfulness.

(iv) **Bio-Terrorism:** - This type of terrorism is different from all others but simultaneously known for very dreadful efforts for a long in form of epidemics and other serious disease. In this case during attack bacteria or virus microbes are used as weapons. When these microbes are spreaded in general public then serious disease and epidemics burst out in very vigorous form which is very suffering for life cycles and results are severe damages. The main microbes used for terroristic attacks are Plague, Smallpox, Anthrax, Botulium, Tularemia, Typhus, Q-fevers, Venezuelan encephalitis and Influenza etc. The biological agents are used to attack traditional targets. Results of these attacks are very much dreaded. Some evidences in history are as bellow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1346 AD</td>
<td>Tatar Army was killed by plague in Ukraine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500 AD</td>
<td>Use of Biological weapons against neighboring state by Spain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1763 AD</td>
<td>British General Jaffrey Amhurst used smallpox viruses as biological weapons against enemy soldiers near Ohio river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932 AD</td>
<td>Biological attack by Japanese in Chinese cities and more than 1000 people were killed and much more wounded.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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In an American restaurant Salad was chose as target for causing bacterial infections.


Results of Biological weapons are dreaded and much harmful. According to Dr. R.K. Dutta, Director, National Institute of Communicable Disease – If 100 Kg. of Botulium microbe’s poison is spreader by mixing in air then mostly livings all over the world will die with in 24 hours. So any one can imagine the damage caused by use of such horrifying biological weapons. So now it is obvious that if some how terrorist can manage to obtained the nuclear, chemical and biological weapons of mass destruction then they will be in position to compel the whole world for bowing to knee before them. Just imagine the helplessness of humanity in that situation. Then there will be no choice either the world will have to accept their demands or to bear the consequences. These chemical or biological weapons may prove more harmful then the nuclear weapons due to the reasons mentioned below:

- First of all they are very cheep.
- Production of the biological weapons at large scale is very simple.
- Transportation and storage is so easy that even they can be carried in a small scent case.
- For use of conventional nuclear arms complicated mechanical & technological expertness is required and in case of chemical or biological weapons there is no such requirement.

89 Hindustan, New Delhi, 23 October 2001.
It is very possible that the existence of mankind may come to an end by use of biological or chemical mass destruction weapons. Only by imagination of such attacks world get terror stuck. And if some how terrorists manage these weapons then danger will be at extreme. **When threats of use of these WMDs are much publicized and propaganda is carried out in general public for terrifying and creating terror environment such type of terrorism comes under Stir Terrorism.**

As obvious by examples that use of such kind of weapons in history is much less but propaganda of their use and dreaded consequence is carried out prominently. When only by apprehensive use of such weapons whole world is so much terrified then what the results will be if such weapons are actually used, which is still obscured as a future tense but it is the **terrorism of apprehension striking in mind of intellectuals and rumours spreaded in general public.** In fact all the apprehensions are based on facts so they cannot be over looked.

So nuclear, chemical or biological terrorism is cruel reality. The difference is only in case of nuke arms because they mostly destroy the sky-high buildings as well. While in case of chemical or biological weapons only life loss accurse and buildings are not destroyed but there will be no one to live in those buildings. So the terrorism in its catastrophic form blowing in the air by rumours is actually the **Stir Terrorism.**

**Cultural Terrorism:** - When any culture or civilization tends to influence other cultures or civilization by forceful means then it causes rise to cultural conflicts and even may be a cause of struggle between cultures and civilizations. Barnard Lewis a well-known
historian and analyst of Princeton University wrote during year 1990. ‘Islamic resentment against west is not less than the struggle against a civilization.’ In Islamic nations Americans are taken as a part of falling culture, accepting money as God and above all, indulged in free sex and intellectually empty & dull. In support of terrorism this moral decline of Americans is highlighted. So many people take amiss of western culture and they suppose that western liberation is causing bad effect in economic, political and cultural fields. We are influencing a western trap in our daily life e.g. American toys, drinks, chips, Mickey mouse are spreaded everywhere. The western culture being an open society & culture sends new trends of fashion for every day life and pulverizes morals and ethics. Well, in fact western civilization is symbol of democracy but it is not so in case of social, religious or moral values. The culture developed due to individual freedom and liberty of personal life is causing serious concerns when it enters in other civilizations or cultures. Other cultures take this personal life liberty as demoness or witch. This cultural pollution may be termed as cultural terrorism.

Media is playing an important role in cultural terrorism. Now a days there is an abundance of foreign channels and mostly all of them are showing consumer culture and films and other programmes highlighting luxurious and market oriented tendency everywhere. All these are making an environment of sex and violence everywhere that is nothing less than cultural, attack. The great intellectual Edward Sayeed refers it as a war of racial superiority and urges that our

---
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culture cannot be deferred for western or American conceptions. Professor Samuel Huntington in his article “clash of civilizations” mentioned that western countries for economic interests always compel other cultures to accept their own cultural values like individual freedom, democracy liberation etc. and as a result of it other cultures are forming alliances on basis of religion & culture. Decisions taken by UNO or IMF favouring western interests are shown as the decisions taken by the world community. According to Prof. Huntington western culture should not compel the other cultures for accepting their values and opinions otherwise it will give rise to conflicts and may cause struggles. This type of compulsions even may prove destructive for humanity.

Revenge Terrorism: - All activities carried out in retaliation come under this category of terrorism. Reaction for action is a principle of war but happening of violent reactions in our social system become Revenge Terrorism.

According to Dr. Mahip, “Terrorism comes from defeated nationality because by no means they have the ability to do something like a conventional war. Any one who comes up with arms only for revenge is sick of oppressions and always mad for retaliations. Such frenzy fellows always have perceptions that whole world has turned enemy for them and enemy is ready and determined to destroy them. At present same case is of Muslim-mind and terrorism is used as a weapon by Islamic terrorists. Following logics are mentioned in support by Islamic terrorists.

---

Extreme atrocities of Jews against Palestine Muslims and for all those America and Western countries are providing full support and cooperation.

American attacks on Afghanistan & Iraq have destroyed the Islamic civilization and system in these nations and Britain provided full support for it. So against America, Britain and Israel terroristic activities are carried out for revenge.

Not only the terrorists but intellectuals also have such perceptions and they are supporting terrorism. Weekly Radians published by Board of Islamic Publications, New Delhi raises question in its editorial column—weather killings of innocent Muslims will be forgotten without any punishment? Whether disrespect of Koran will be left without taking any revenge? Such type of mentality of Muslim intellectuals to justify terrorism is also encouraging revenge terrorism. Kofi Annan Secretary General of UNO also ascertain the revengeful nature of human is responsible for terrorism as told to BBC World service, “the US lead invasion of Iraq has turned the country into a new hub of terrorism worse than Afghanistan under Taliban. I think there are many Muslims that are extremely unhappy today because they feel victimized in their own society and in west and they feel isolated. All this is contributing to Muslim anger through out the world. In sign of a growing western alarm at the prospect of revenge terrorism fuelled by burgeoning Muslim anger around the world, Britain, France and European Union have been leading resolute after assassination of Palestinian ideologue and spiritual leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin by Israel. British foreign
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secretary Jack Straw and EU Foreign ministers assembled in Brussels for an urgent strategy meeting on revenge terrorism. France Dominique de Ville pin said such acts could only “feed the spiral of violence.” Palestinians called for the assassinations of Israeli leaders including Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and defence minister Shaul Mofaz. European diplomats and policy works braced themselves for an unending day of rage across west Asia and Israel and American targets around the world.96

Causes of Terrorism: According to Prof. B.P. Singh Sehgal University Provost and DYW. University of Jammu, “there may be several reasons for emergence of terrorism some of them may be genuine some of them may be made to appear genuine by vested interests”.97 Terrorism is directly correlated with human nature and circumstances. It is obvious that circumstances and human nature is variable so we cannot anticipate or predict that how and when any circumstances or human behavior may be cause for terrorism but after deep study I think the following reasons are mainly responsible for growth of terrorism.

➢ Economic Deprivations
➢ Political Frustrations
➢ Social Injustice
➢ Ignorance Policy of Government
➢ Intervention in Public Life.
➢ Humiliation of Masses
➢ Rapid Growth of Population
➢ Illiteracy among Masses

96 The Times of India, New Delhi 23 March 2004.
➢ Soft attitude towards criminals
➢ Lure of publicity
➢ Corruption
➢ Foreign intervention
➢ Identity of nationality
➢ Historical injustice
➢ National interest
➢ Double standard of super powers
➢ Non-Discussion status among different cultures and civilizations
➢ Perpetual concepts

K.B. Raina has taken favourable conditions as main reasons for terrorism in his research papers—"Definition and Development of the concept of terrorism" According to him, "Terrorism cannot thrive when certain favourable conditions are prevalent to exist. Either these conditions some major exist or perceived such conditions are political frustration, economic disparities and lure of publicity." Economic deprivation, Social injustice and political frustrations are said to be the basis of terrorism. All these serve as a fertile land for growth of terrorism.

Economic disparities creates resentment and anger is mass other disparities work as fuel in fire e.g. increasing unemployment, unequal distribution of wealth, scarcity of other basic necessities and facilities, high rate of income and other taxes and sever poverty among masses. Situation becomes more tenseful and explosive when government, established by laws, fails to implement reforms then anger of public out bursts in forms of terrorism or formation of such circumstances,

which are much suitable for growing terrorism. Robert Gurr argues that success of Bolsheviks and capturing power in Russia in 1917 was due to decremental deprivations in large part of country. Political frustrations have emerged as an explosive cause for terrorism in recent history. General public and political parties may have political frustrations. After evolutions of democratic republics political ambitions has also gone very high. But functioning of these democratic republics does not bring about realization of people’s aspirations as per their expectations and caused frustration in general and among some sections of society in particular. So political frustration becomes a cause of terrorism.  

Social discrimination creates environment for terrorism. Irrespective of being a society highly educated or not so highly educated social injustice and discriminations invites violence and terroristic activities e.g. in USA Blacks demand for immediate equality had come up against realities of continuing discriminations and prejudice resulting in wide spread dissatisfactions and frustrations which caused black violence in 1960.

Starting a new era after reforms and elimination of social discrimination in society had been the main reason for most of violent revolutions across the world. Behind the French revolution main reason was social discrimination, which rejolted the world. Social discrimination causes inferiority complex in masses. Politically, economically or socially deprived masses become frustrated, which is

---
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a main cause behind revolts violence and separation. As result of all above terrorism comes up in a dreaded form.

The loose policies of Government, negligence, and interference in daily life by state authorities and humiliations of masses are some reasons responsible for initiating terrorism. According to Dr. Arun Kumar Raghav – In most of nations the reason behind separatism and terrorism is either ignorance of a particular caste or partiality with some of its constituent states or regions. LTTE after declaring its struggle's legitimacy ascertained that government’s partiality with Tamils is responsible for it. Some of points of partiality mentioned below: -

- Centralizing economic infrastructure in a particular selected region
- Neglecting economic interest of a particular region
- Inequality and discrimination in allocation of state funds.

Favourable conditions are created in terrorism by rapid increase in population and illiteracy among masses.

Lack of severs punishment for a terrorist within a short time frame is another factor, which encourages terrorists. If some how justice is done after long legal procedures then it seems negligible after so long and a common view in public becomes firm that even government can not teach a lesson to the terrorism enemy of mankind, yielding before terrorists or fulfilling their demands also increases terrorism. After hijacking an Indian plain in Katmandu and then forced to land in Kandhar was a preplanned strategy of terrorists to get their four terrorists colleagues released. All this was viewed across

---

the globe on TV sets, which terrified the humanity all over the world, and terrorists were highly motivated by it. These highly motivated ultras started carrying out terroristic activities more violently and rashly all over the world. The terrorists were so much motivated and highly encouraged that in Sept. 2001, they dare to carry out the most dreaded historic terroristic attack on twin towers leaving the sole super power of world distracted and stuck with astonishment. After defacing the super power of world terrorists challenged that where ever and whenever we would like it will fall on you. This attack-raised alarm all over the world against terrorism and new consciousness about terrorism reflected everywhere.

'Nowadays media plays a major role in nourishing and spreading terrorism because in reality even thousands of killings may not spread terror waves of so high amplitude, which can be circulated by showing a single coverage of terroristic violence on electronic media i.e. T.V. etc. After such coverage terrorists get a status like a hero. Every one knows that even top class world leaders were left far behind in case of such media coverage by a dreaded terrorist Osama Bin Laden. It attracts the new youths and makes terrorism more and more bestial and brutal.

Corruption increases deprivations and grievances and decreases fair opportunities. As a result of it incompetent and unworthiness gets priority, which causes sever frustrations and resentments among masses even intellectuals sometimes get frustrated after such an incident and ultimately their anger out burst in form of violence or even they may fall on track of terrorism.

The foreign interventions are a serious cause responsible for violence and rash terroristic activities because by nationalist forces
there are always strong reactions against foreign invasions putting tough resistance. Such type of nationalists' violent movements is fully supported by general public. The violent guerilla activities against Napoleon in Spain, terroristic campaign against USSR in Afghanistan and at present in Iraq the tough resistance and violent reactions against American invasion are some blunt examples of terrorism after foreign invasions.

Identity of nationality has now days challenged the world security. Motivated by success of getting rid off colonial rule by some nations, some religious groups or castes have raised their demands for separate state, to meet such demands these groups started mass movements and terroristic activities were carried out under strategic view. Cyclone, India, Russia & Spain are the most affected countries by such movements.

On issue of coming Israel in existence Arab Israel struggle has reached the ever-intense point in view of security and whole world is afraid of it. Muslim terrorists want to with hold the dominating influence at any cost and want to distract Israel. Responding to these violent Islamic terroristic activities Israel is also carrying out strict and strong resistance even in forms of fierce oppressive measures, which is a striking example of state terrorism. Every one knows that the main reason behind it is not the coming in existence of Israel but the historical injustice. Jews were derived away during 70 by Roman emperor Titus and these Jews were ill treated, insulted and harassed in all other nations.102 During second world war approximately six millions of Jews were killed as result of all this Jews took weapons as

102 Mishra, Deenanath (Senior columnist); Dainik Jagran, 19 Sept. 2003.
useful and essential for them that's why Israel is nourishing state terrorism.¹⁰³

Political and strategic interest of nations also flourish terrorism and sometimes for fulfillment of these vested economic interests or other aforesaid interest some nations provide various types of aides in a well planned and strategic way. Terrorists operate sever destructive activities after getting support and patronage of any state. Striking examples of this kind of encouraging terrorism is terrorism of J & K and in Punjab (India) supported and protected by Pakistan.¹⁰⁴ USA had worked along side the Afghani terrorists and Osma bin Laden for ousting of Russian Troops.

According to AM Thomas. Al- Quaida and Taliban treated as Mujahiddin groups fighting against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan during 1980s.¹⁰⁵ USA was the main sponsor and supporter of terrorism during that period. Similarly other nations also provide support and shelter for terrorists for their own vested interest. Instigating terrorism may be burden some and as a challenge to humanity and contemporary world.

Double standards of nations on terrorism related issues are helpful in nourishing terrorism. It seems that for external affairs these double standards perhaps policy points of USA the sole super power. Terrorism especially Islamic Jihad was nourished by USA in name of democracy against communism. Muammar Qaddafi, racial white government in South Africa, Wahabhi house of Saudi Arabia, Islamic Pakistan, Military rule in Greek and American support to African,

¹⁰³ Singh, Dr. Mahip: Irrelevant Support to Terrorism; Dainik Jagran. 4 Aug. 2005.
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Latin American and Asian dictators is well known fact across the world. America made Saddam very strong with full support and he was used against Iran at that time but now he was compelled to step down and humiliated in name of WMDs. NATO nations criticized American attack on Iraq but soon after the attack all of them are silent. Pakistani President Pervez Mushraf refers Kashmiri terrorists as freedom fighters but when he faced an attack then he said them terrorists and the act was terms as cowardice act of terrorism.

When there is a non-concordant and non-harmonious situation among different civilizations is also a large and wide responsible factor for flourishing terrorism. The situation of non-dialogue and non-discussions together is suitable and favourable for fanaticism. This inveteracy later proves seed for terrorism. Samuel Harrington a well known political analyst put forth the idea of confrontations of civilizations starting point of this type of confrontations is taking the own culture and customs best among all others and taking other cultures and customs low based, mean and abundance of evils by any other civilizations. Islamic culture takes western culture and modern open society as a danger for their own culture and refers it as cultural terrorism. Responding to these Islamic terrorists chose path of terrorism instead of dialogue. It is obvious that situation of non-dialogue status among civilizations is also a remarkable reason for terrorism.

Perpetual Theory

Theory: - It is well known fact that Economic, Social and Political deprivations and distortions are providing fertile soil to Terrorism

---
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since it's beginning. If all these (Economic, Social and Political) ugly deprivations had not been in existence which are known as fundamentals or bases of terrorism even than terrorism will exist in international relation. Perpetual Theory can explain it better.

“Warfare cannot be eliminated from international relations because it is the perpetual phenomenon which, has been in existence since beginning with varying intensity. It may vary depending upon contemporary reason but intensity of warfare is directly proportional to human nature and inversely proportional to destructiveness of weapons.”

In mathematical form it may be represented as

\[ I \propto \frac{H_n}{D_w} \]

- \( I \) - Intensity of warfare
- \( H_n \) - Human nature
- \( D_w \) - Destructive Power of Weapon

i) If there is no change in human behaviour and destructive power of weapons then there will be no change in warfare intensity. In this situation we can say that intensity of war is one or mathematically (\( I = 1 \)) i.e. status queue.

ii) If with respect to change in human behaviour there is very small or negligible change in destructive power of weapons then level of intensity of war (\( I \)) will be more than one i.e. \( I > 1 \) and it will be situation of conventional war in international relation.
iii) And if there is a revolutionary or great change enhancement in destructive power of weapons w.r.t. Change in human behaviour then the level of $I$ will be less than one i.e. $I < 1$ and this is the situation when terrorism exists in international relations.

**Explanation:-** After intensive and deep study of terrorism I reached the conclusion that for flourishing terrorism only internal reasons are not responsible but several external reasons are also responsible for terrorism which are not under our control. Sometimes such circumstances are also created that even government provide shelter for terrorism, which is dedicated to eliminate Economic, Social or Political deprivations. So it essential to consider the following reasons mainly responsible for terrorism.

1) Foreign Interventions  
2) Identity of Nationality  
3) Historical Injustice  
4) Vested National Interests of States

All above mentioned reason are causes of struggle, although if internal reasons as economic, social and political deprivations, population, illiteracy, corruption and lure of publicity are somehow managed and kept under control even then in the circumstances created by aforesaid reasons armed struggle is unavoidable. But it is also well known fact that if there are tremendous enhancement in destructiveness of weapon its results will always be terrible and dreadful. Use of this type of weapons in fact is not affordable in view of economy. As being all round devastating and very expensive even developed and prosperous nations too like to avoid conventional war and to meet national interests terrorism is used as a tool. For example
when conventional weapons like arrow and bow, swords etc. were in use then sedition and revolts were also taken as direct war combats because use of such arms was not costly. But since when lethal fire arms came into use there procurement and being technically savvy for using them is so expensive that even nations with wide economy think twice before using them at large scale because they are very much destructive also. On other hand ultras having scarce means can not manage to afford to get the modern destructive weapon and training of activist’s at large scale. It is obvious that terroristic groups can not be more powerful than the state with which they are struggling.

As result of all this and due to limited resource rebellion powers are choosing terrorism as an alternate of war. It has been the main reason, behind appearance of Terrorism across the globe. So we can now obviously declare that Terrorism is also a kind of warfare, which has been universally in existence as a Perpetual Phenomenon.

So now it is clear that terrorism has grown with the historical growth of human personality, civilization and concept of state. Various people and forces gave it different twists. Issue of defining terrorism has globally raised as peculiar controversy. Political, social and economic ugly deprivations have provided fertile soil to terrorism.